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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

Theory and practical techniques used in the construction of
removable partial dentures, including terminology, survey
and design, waxing, casting, polishing the framework, and
setting up and processing artificial teeth on the
frameworks. CSU

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

Upon successful completion of this course, the student
should be able to:

1. Mount cast on an articulator

2. Survey and design master cast

3. Prepare and duplicate master casts

4. Pour up a refractory cast

5. Surface harden refractory casts

6. Adapt patterns on the refractory casts

7. Sprue the pattern

8. Invest the pattern

9. Eliminate the wax pattern

10. Make the casting

11. Finish and polish the casting

12. Fit the casting to the master cast

13. Select and set artificial teeth

14. Flask and process waxed-up cases

15. Finish and polish acrylic

V. COURSE CONTENT

I

UNIT 1.

1.1.

1. 2.

Mount cast on an articulator

Cast mounted on articulator using the technique
the prescription calls for
Check for Centric occlusion and a mount opposing
cast
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UNIT 2.

2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.

UNIT 3.

3.1.

3.2.

3 .3.

3.4.
3.5.
3 . 6 .
3 .7.

UNIT 4.

4.1.

4.2.
4.3.

UNIT 5.

5.1.
5.2.

5.3.

5.4.

UNIT 6.

6.1.

6.2.

6.3.
6.4.
6 .5.

Survey and design master cast

Survey for path of insertion
Design for esthetics and function
Survey for retention and clasp design
Survey for desirable and undesirable undercuts
Tripod marks placed

Prepare and duplicate master cast

Place relief wax to form relief under lingual
bar of lower cast
Place relief wax to form relief under retention
webbing and connectors
Place plasticene to block out undesirable
undercuts
Soak cast in warm water for five minutes
Assemble flask and flow in duplicating material
Chill in cool water for one hour
Remove cast; inspect impression for accuracy of
detail

Pour up a refractory cast

Mix investment material according to
manufacturer's direction
Flow material slowly into the impression
Keep sprue former in a parallel up-right
position in the center of impression

Surface harden a refractory cast

Dry in 450°F oven for one hour
Submerge cast in rosin heat to 320°F for fifteen
seconds
Transfer design from stone cast to refractory
cast
If plastic forms are used, paint casts with
tacky liquid

Adapt patterns on the refractory cast

Adapt mandibular and palation bars to design on
refractory cast
Properly adapt retention webbing to edentulous
area
Properly adapt clasps
Correctly set facings and tube teeth if used.
Correctly smooth the wax and patterns
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UNIT 7.

7.1.

7.2.

UNIT 8.

8.1.

8.2.

UNIT 9.

9.1.

UNIT 10.

10.1.
10.2.

10.3.

UNIT 11.

11.1.
11.2.

11.3.

UNIT 12.

12.1.

12.2.

Sprue the pattern

Correctly sprue the pattern according to the
type of metal used
Correctly sprue so that all parts of the pattern
are of equal distances to the entrance of the
mold

Invest the pattern

Correctly invest pattern according to
manufacturer's techniques for the type of metal
used
Properly place refractory cast so force of metal
will be in relation to centrifugal force of
casting machine

Eliminate the waxed pattern

Correctly burn out pattern according to type of
metal used and techniques of investment
manufacturer

Make the casting

Correctly set up casting machine
Properly melt metal according to manufacturer's
direction
Correctly cast metal into mold by centrifugal
casting machine

Finish and polish the casting

Correctly cut off sprue
Properly reduce fins and bulk with course
stones
Correctly form clasp contour; use abrasive
parallel to clasp only .

Fit the casting to the master cast

Correctly fit the castings to the casts, observe
areas of contact
Properly remove inference by light stoning;
round gingival borders of clasps; casting should
fit as well as wax pattern
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Flask and process waxed-up cases

Select and set up artificial teeth

Properly select facio lingual width
Properly select mesiodistal length with castings
in place
Properly select correct material; acrylic or
porcelain
Properly set posterior teeth over ridges if
possible
Properly set posterior teeth high to provide for
grind in
Properly balance occlusion
Properly wax-up and smooth

Invest wax ups in first half of flask; cover
everything except teeth and wax; smooth plaster
while soft
Apply separating medium; invest second half;
wipe plaster off occlusal surfaces of teeth;
apply separating medium
Pour final mass of stone over teeth and close
flask; allow to set 30 to 45 minutes
Place flask in boiling water 5 to 10 minutes;
open and wash out wax; apply separating medium
for acrylic
Mix acrylic base material according to
manufacturer's directions; when ready place
small amount of material over teeth; place
plastic sheet between halves and close flask;
press for trial pack

14.6. Open flasks, trim excess acrylic, trial pack
again; remove sheet and close flasks

14.7. Cure at 165°F for 9 hours; bench cool for 15
minutes; cool in water for 30 minutes; deflask
and remove partial dentures

UNIT 13.

13.1.
13.2.

13.3.

13.4.

13.5.

13.6.
13.7.

UNIT 14.

14.1.

14.2.

14.3.

14.4.

14.5.

UNIT 15. Finish and polish acrylic on partial dentures

15.1. Remove all plaster remnants from partial
dentures

15.2. Remove acrylic flash with coarse stones; rough
finish base material with coarse arbor bands and
emery cloth; use acrylic bur for root
indication

15.3. Remove acrylic around teeth with sharp
instruments; pumice denture bases with rag wheel
and wet pumice; follow with brush wheel between
teeth

15.4. Dry and give high polish with dry rag wheel and
denture polish
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments:

1. Reading assignments
2. Take-home quizzes
3. Take-home laboratory projects
4. Laboratory demonstrations

B. Evaluation:

1. Methods
1.1.
1.2.
1. 3.
1. 4.

1. 5.

Daily written quizzes
Written midterm
Written and practical final examination
Criterion based grading on 15-20 laboratory
projects
Evaluation of other students work

2. Standards
2.1. 20% Quizzes
2.2. 40% Lab exercises
2.3. 10% Clean up/conduct/safety
2.4. 10% Midterm Exam
2.5. 20% Final Exam
2.6. Clinically acceptable performance on

detailed criteria sheets

C. Texts and other materials:

1. Texts
1.1.

1. 2.
1. 3.

University of North Carolina, "Removable
Prosthodontic Techniques"
Instructor-created/rewritten handouts
Austenal Syllabus

2. Reference materials
2.1. Periodicals and reference texts in the

college library
2.2. Supplemental texts available at the

University Pacific, School of Dentistry,
and the University of California, School of
Dentistry, and libraries

3. Facilities
3.1. Lecture room equipped with multi-media

capabilities
3.2. Dental laboratory equipped to fabricate

dentures and partial dentures
3.3. Student laboratory benches with air, gas,

lighting, grinders and vacuum
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VII. REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title V.
Section 55002 (a)).

, ,
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